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3 YEARS OF JICA SUPPORT FOR

EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY
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Paropakar Maternity and Women’s Hospital, Kathmandu. (1) Old building damaged by the earthquake; (2) Work commencement in October 2017 (3) November 2017
(4) December 2017 (5) February 2018(6) Completion image.

JICA has been supporting the post-earthquake
recovery and reconstruction in Nepal ever
since the devastating disaster occurred in April
2015. The Government of Japan immediately
dispatched the Japan Disaster Relief teams for
rescue and medical services through JICA and
committed about 35 billion JPY to support the
subsequent reconstruction and recovery efforts.
JICA mobilized the required financial resources
and rapidly started implementation of various
projects under the “Build Back Better” concept
which emphasizes that the rehabilitation and
reconstruction after a major disaster provides the
opportunity to develop a more resilient society
than the pre-disaster phase. The concept is
based on the “Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction 2015-2030” adopted by the
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Third United Nations World Conference on
Disaster Risk Reduction held in Sendai in March
2015.
Japan too is a disaster-prone country including
major earthquakes, so it very well understands
the affects consequences of earthquakes
and difficulties associated with recovery and
reconstruction processes, which is why utmost
priority has been given to support this sector.
Major undertakings by JICA include the
following.
• Providing financing and technical expertise for
reconstructing almost 300 schools in 6 heavily
affected districts.
• Providing financing and technical expertise
for housing reconstruction in Gorkha
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and Sindhupalchowk. Under the housing
reconstruction project JICA introduced the
Community Mobilization Program (CMP) to
promote group-based collective reconstruction
in its target areas and so far remarkable
results in terms of reconstruction starting rate
(83%) and completion rate (40%) have been
observed.
• Supporting the Department of Archaeology
technically and financially in cultural heritage
rehabilitation in Patan and Kathmandu Durbar
Squares.
• Supporting livelihood recovery in the affected
communities, with a major focus on women.
• Reconstructing over 20 public facilities
such as VDC offices, hospital, police office,
agricultural product collection centers, etc. in
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Mediation Capacity for Peaceful and
Harmonious Society Project Phase
II (COMCAP -II) Centers launched in
Rangeli Municipality, Morang, Nepal.
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3 years of JICA support for Earthquake recovery ...contd from pg 1
“Building Resilient Nepal” - Photo Exhibition

Cultural Heritage Team of Japanese experts and Department of Archeology staff work together to
rehabilitate the Aganche temple in Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu Durbar Square.

Gorkha and Sindhupalchowk.
• Implementing large-scale infrastructure projects.
- Reconstruction of two public hospitals in Kathmandu
- Rehabilitation of water transmission systems in Chautara,
Sindhupalchowk
- Construction of 5 bridges to improve access to the epicenter in
Gorkha.
• Assisting the government in developing recovery and
rehabilitation plans for the affected districts.
• Conducting an earthquake risk assessment to help improve
urban resilience.

JICA Nepal organized a four-day photo exhibition with the
theme of “Building Resilient Nepal” from 20 to 23 April
2018 in Labim Mall, Pulchowk, Lalitpur, to showcase JICA’s
contributions in different areas of recovery and reconstruction
with the objective of raising awareness and understanding of
JICA’s support among the general public. Through the photos
of damaged buildings being reconstructed, or masons and
house owners participating in training on seismic resistant
building techniques, the event gave a sense of hope and
encouragement to the viewers. With more than 3,000
visitors witnessing the event, the exhibition served as an
opportunity to re-emphasize that building back people’s life
must be the top priority and urged all stakeholders’ actions
for support. The exhibition was jointly inaugurated at a formal
ceremony by Mr. Yubraj Bhusal, Chief Executive Officer,
National Reconstruction Authority and Mr. Jun Sakuma, Chief
Representative, JICA Nepal.

livelihoods. A common approach underlying
both of these examples was the mechanism
of mutual help which seems to effectively
complement the public support provided by
the government. One of the examples shared
at the seminar is the “Community Mobilization
Program” for housing reconstruction supported
by JICA. This group-based, collective approach
to housing reconstruction seems to be yielding
visible acceleration impact in the JICA supported
areas in Gorkha and Sindhupalchowk where the
reconstruction start rate is 83% and completion
rate is 40% as of March 2018.

Mr. Yuba Raj Bhusal, Chief Executive Officer
of the NRA, in his keynote speech, explained
that the Government of Nepal has been making
utmost efforts to expedite the reconstruction
process and shared the government is setting
the target to complete all housing reconstruction
by July 2019. The same optimism was echoed
by two JICA officials from Tokyo, who compared
the case of Nepal with some other countries’
recent experiences and commended Nepal
for making steady progress despite many
challenges.

Moreover, the seminar discussion brought out the
urgent need for the government to take concrete
measures for enhancing urban resilience – particularly
in the Kathmandu Valley where vulnerability to
the next earthquake is high – and investment in
longer-term disaster risk reduction in the country by
operationalizing the Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction (2015-2030).
Mr. Jun Sakuma, Chief Representative of JICA
Nepal emphasized that disaster risk reduction
is an integral part of social and economic
development, and it is an essential investment
if we want development to be sustainable in
the long term. He concluded the seminar by
reaffirming JICA’s commitment to continue its
support to the Government of Nepal and its
people for accelerating reconstruction and
recovery while further enhancing DRR to attain
the resilient Nepal.

From Left to Right:
Mr. Itsu Adachi, Director General, Infrastructure and Peacebuilding Department, JICA
His Excellency Mr. Masashi Ogawa, Ambassador of Japan to Nepal
Mr. Kedar Neupane, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Home Affairs
Dr. Bhishma K. Bhusal, Under Secretary, National Reconstruction Authority
Mr. Yuba Raj Bhusal, Chief Executive Officer, National Reconstruction Authority

During the month of April 2018, following the last two years
of practice, JICA Nepal organized a series of PR activities and
outreach programs to commemorate the 3rd anniversary of the
Nepal Earthquake 2015. Various kinds of commemoration events
highlighted key achievements and progress in JICA’s postearthquake reconstruction and recovery support, which are based
on unique and solid expertise that Japan has in the areas of postearthquake recovery and disaster risk reduction.

JICA Photo Exhibition event. In the pic NRA CEO and JICA Chief.

3rd Anniversary Commemoration Seminar of Nepal
Earthquake highlights strengthening Disaster Risk
Reduction

Daraudi Khola Bridge, Gorkha. The 134-meter long bridge built under Grant Aid of
JICA Nepal will connect the epicenter Saurapani on the other side of the Daraudi River.
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It was also emphasized that creating a platform of
mutual help would be an effective way of reaching
out with livelihood support to the vulnerable
groups who are the hardest hit by the disaster
but often tend to be left behind. The speakers
unanimously agreed that as clearly outlined
in the Post Disaster Recovery Framework,
Nepal’s recovery is not just concerning physical
reconstruction, but it is also about making sure
cultural, economic, social and even psychological
well-being of the people are taken care of.

JICA in History
KATHMANDU BHAKTAPUR ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

On April 26, 2018, National Reconstruction Authority (NRA)
organized a half-day seminar “From Build Back Better to Disaster
Risk Reduction: Government Responsibilities and the Role of
Mutual Help” to commemorate the 3rd anniversary of the Nepal
Earthquake with support from JICA. About 180 participants
representing the government, development partners, civil society,
academia and media actively took part in the discussions.

• Construction Period: November 2008 to March 2011.
• Built under Japan’s Grant Aid.
• Improvement of the 9.1 km of the Kathmandu Bhaktapur Road. The road was widened to
4 lanes from the existing 2 and also has 2 service lanes.
• Government of Nepal later constructed the service road on both sides and also
constructed other facilities like overhead pedestrian bridges to secure the efficient
utilization of the road.

The seminar highlighted the last three years of progress and
achievements in reconstruction and recovery based on the
principle of Build Back Better (BBB). In addition to the updates
on the overall reconstruction and recovery in the country, NRA
also shared two successful cases of accelerating the pace of
housing reconstruction and bringing out positive changes in rural

The improvement of this road has led to better connectivity of Kathmandu with Bhaktapur,
and have successfully created reliable link with the Sindhuli Road, Arniko Highway and the
under construction Mid-hill highway. Hence, this road serves as a link between the capital
and the eastern Terai and hills, India and the Tibetan Autonomous region of China.
This road has not only contributed in the smooth flow of people and goods, but is also a
good example of high quality road. The economic and environmental implication of this road
has gradually improved since it facilitates better international trade, creating wider scope for
urban-rural linkages, and mitigating urban traffic congestion.
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NATIONAL ECONOMIC CENSUS 2018

Hon’ Finance Minister Dr. Yubaraj Khatiwada unveiling Economic Census monument in the premises of Central Bureau
of Statistics.
In the pic (R-L) Japanese Ambassador to Nepal his Excellency Mr. Masashi Ogawa, NPC Member Secretary Mr. Sarad
Chandra Poudel, Mr. Jun Sakuma, Chief Representative of JICA Nepal and Director General of CBS Mr. Suman Raj Aryal.

PILOT SURVEY OF ECONOMIC
CENSUS -2017
JICA is implementing the “Project
on Capacity Development for the
Implementation of Economic Census
2018” with the Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS) from March 2016 for a period of
5 years. The project has the objective
to enhance the capacity of Statistical
Officials of Central Bureau of Statistics to
conduct the Economic Census in 2018
and skills needed in other related statistical
survey. It is expected that statistical results
provided by CBS will be widely utilized for
planning and implementing of policies, plan
and strategies by government agencies,
research institution and private sector.
These integrated data will help to plan the
private sector more accurately from within
and outside the country to find business
opportunities across the country.
In preparation for the Economic Census
2018, CBS implemented the Pilot Survey
2017 from April to May 2017. The pilot
survey was implemented by the 33
statistical offices in 66 districts where
they used e-census, Computer Assisted
Personal Interview, Enumeration Area Map
Database with satellite imagery. These
new technologies will enhance the quality

of the data produced by the survey. The
timing of the Pilot survey is exactly same
as of Economic Survey 2018 which is also
planned to implement in May 2018. To
implement the pilot survey, CBS provided
training to 16 Directors to act as trainers,
31 Statistical officers and 79 Enumerators.
Questionnaires were pretested before
using it for the pilot survey.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FIRST
EVER ECONOMIC CENSUS- 2018
After one year of preparation from the pilot
survey of April – May 2017, Central Bureau
of Statistics (CBS) with the technical support
from JICA is implementing the first ever
National Economic Census 2018 (NEC
2018) from April 14 to June 14, 2018 all
across the country. Hon’ Finance Minister
Dr. Yubaraj Khatiwada inaugurated the field
operation of NEC 2018 on April 14, 2018 by
unveiling the Economic Census monument in
the premises of Central Bureau of Statistics
(CBS). The unveiling event was also attended
by Ambassador of Japan to Nepal HE Mr.
Masashi Ogawa, JICA Chief Representative
Mr. Jun Sakuma, Member Secretary of
National Planning Commission Mr. Sharad
Chandra Paudel, DG of CBS Mr. Suman
Prasad Aryal, high level government officials,
Enumerators and members of media.
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To implement NEC2018, CBS has
established 77 Economic Census Offices
in each district and have mobilized over
500 Supervisors and 3500 Enumerators
covering all establishments in the territory
of Nepal except some industrial sectors,
based on international practices. It aims
to strengthen the statistical infrastructure
by establishing both a statistical business
register and a sampling frame containing
all the establishments and enterprises
in Nepal. The statistical results will be
further used and analyzed for planning
and implementation of policies, plans and
strategies by line ministries, provincial and
local governments, academia and private
sector. To implement the NEC 2018,
JICA has provided necessary goods and
equipment worth of NPR 95.1 million to
Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) since
2016 that includes tablet, laptop and
desktop computers, computer software,
satellite imagery, GIS Software, UPS,
external hard disk, projectors, printers,
plotter, monitors, air conditioners, smart
phones, server, screen, and solar power
generation system to back up the operation.
The Enumerators hired by CBS who will be
visiting all the establishments throughout
Nepal are equipped with logistics as bags,
caps, ball pens, stickers, writing pens, note
diaries, pencils and erasers, plastic bags
and t-shirts provided by JICA. The technical
expertise form Japanese side is assisted by
The Statistics Bureau of Japan, Statistical
Research and Training Institute (SRTI) and
the National Statistics Center (NSTAC).

Enumerators collecting data from establishments via paper
questionnaires and electronic questionnaires on tablets.
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COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION PROGRAM:
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH FOR EARTHQUAKE AFFECTED HOUSEHOLDS
JICA has been extending its cooperation for
the reconstruction of over 50,000 houses
in Gorkha and Sindhupalchowk districts.
Incorporating the learning from the field, it
has introduced the Community Mobilization
Program (CMP) since last year which so far
is successful in producing good results.
The Housing Reconstruction Program:
The overall housing reconstruction program
after the 2015 Gorkha Earthquake is defined
as ‘owner-led reconstruction’. Some of the
major support provided to the beneficiaries
are – housing grant as financial support,
building catalogue to support earthquake
resilient houses design, training to masons
on earthquake resilient techniques, and
periodic Inspection from engineers to ensure
that the houses are reconstructed as per the
earthquake resilient techniques .
A ‘mobile mason’ leading his community’s housing reconstruction in Irkhu, Sindhupalchowk.

JICA’s Cooperation: JICA has been
extending its support in both the financial
and technical aspects. It is supporting
the housing grant through ODA (Official
Development Assistance) concessional
loan and technical assistance through
grant projects. Right from the beginning
JICA extended technical support at the
central level to prepare technical standards,
technical guidelines, design catalogue,
inspection protocol, etc. At the field level,
support programs included awareness
programs for house owners on earthquake
resilient techniques, masons training,
door-to-door technical support to the
house owners, engineers’ training, and
facilitation for the formation of Community
Based Reconstruction Committees
(CBRCs). JICA’s support at the field level

was targeted to 47 then VDCs of Gorkha and
Sindhupalchowk districts. In spite of the support
the reconstruction start rate was only 21.3%
as of March 2017 which was far below than
expected.

To overcome the slow reconstruction pace, JICA
introduced Community Mobilization Program
(CMP) as a pilot in few VDCs. The initial results
of the Program were encouraging hence the
Program was later expanded to other areas
through various source of funding. The major
components of CMP are –
(i) Preparing Mobile Masons from the lot
of masons who have received 7 days
training on earthquake resilient techniques
and engaged in reconstruction, hiring
them from the Project and assigning to a
community having around 100 houses to be
reconstructed.
(ii) Exchange of authentic and
comprehensive information,
diagnosing the problems,
preparing the action plan to
address those problems through
CBRCs workshop/meeting.
(iii) Support to house owners to
manage construction materials,
masons/labors, inspection,
house layout through Mobile
Mason along with continuous
assistance from Engineer and
A community meeting for housing reconstruction. JICA’s Communtiy Mobilization Social Mobilizer designated for
Program successfully promotes collective reconstruction by rural house owners.
the whole VDC.
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(iv) Ensuring all the masons reconstruct houses
with the earthquake resilient techniques with
the hand-holding support of Mobile Masons.
The outcomes from the implementation of the
above components were quite encouraging. As
of April 2018 the overall reconstruction start rate
is 89.1% and the completion rate 48.9%. 20.1%
of the beneficiaries have already received 3rd
tranche (the whole grant amount) by fulfilling the
minimum requirements for earthquake resilient
construction. In addition, through this program
there are several other positive outcomes such
as – support to construct houses of vulnerable
people and woman-headed households, cost
saving through bulk purchasing of construction
materials, persuading the local governments in
a collective way to improve the existing roads
or construct new road in order to reduce the
transportation cost of construction material,
attracting DLPIU engineers for timely inspection in
bulk etc. Furthermore, the program is able to orient
and train the masons coming from other districts
on earthquake resilient techniques. The overall
construction quality of the houses constructed
by the trained masons under the close support of
Mobile Masons is visibly different.
Underlying Factors behind these Results:
Constructing a house even in normal
circumstances is a huge task for the house
owners. Moreover, this is a post-earthquake
reconstruction where massive numbers of
houses have to be constructed within the short
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Community Mobilization Program: A Genuine Support to Earthquake Affected Households ...contd from pg 5
period of time. At one hand, the
earthquake victims were yet to be
back to normal situation from the
shock and on the other hand they
were supposed to follow a very
sophisticated process for getting
the housing grant. The information
that was reaching to the victims
was from different sources creating
confusions and fear of not getting
the housing grant. They indeed
were in a confused and chaotic
situation. Nevertheless, the housing
reconstruction program assured
availability of financial support,
technical guidelines, information
catalogue and trained masons that
provided sufficient resources for the

House owner training.

‘owner-led housing reconstruction’.
The CMP was able to overcome such
chaotic situation creating a favorable
environment that ensured encouraging
outcomes. It was successful in
providing the comprehensive and
much needed socio-technical support
at their door revitalizing our historical
culture of mutual-help. The success
of the Program was because it hit the
core strengths of our communities
– the culture of “mutual help”. Now,
embedding all the learning from the
field, we are in a position to affirm
that the “Owner-Led Community
Driven” approach works in our context
particularly for the private housing
reconstruction.

JICA NEPAL HANDS OVER TWO MORE SMALL-SCALE
PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURES IN SINDHUPALCHOWK.
JICA Nepal office duly handed over two of its newly constructed public facility
buildings to the municipality officials of Sindhupalchowk district one after the
other amidst different formal ceremonies. Both buildings were reconstructed
by JICA based on the “Build Back Better” principle through its “Project on
Rehabilitation and Recovery from Nepal Earthquake. JICA Nepal is involved in
more than 20 earthquake resilient public facility reconstruction efforts which
shall be completed by September 2018.
The old buildings of both offices were damaged by the 2015 earthquake. The
concerned authorities requested JICA for reconstruction support to which JICA
agreed after the on-site survey.

IRKHU COMMUNITY TRAINING CENTER,
CHAUTARA MUNICIPALITY, SINDHUPALCHOWK.

WARD NO.8 OFFICE BUILDING (FORMER
MANESWORA VDC), BARHABISE
MUNICIPALITY, SINDHUPALCHOWK.
Handover date: 5th April 2018
The building is a 1 storey building consisting of training hall, offices
and toilets and can be utilized for a wide range of community-level
activities with major focus on post-earthquake recovery in the
Municipality.
Earlier the VDC office operated in rented rooms after its old building
collapsed during the earthquake.

Handover date: 22nd March 2018

STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY MEDIATION CAPACITY FOR PEACEFUL
AND HARMONIOUS SOCIETY PROJECT PHASE II (COMCAP -II)
CENTERS LAUNCHED IN RANGELI MUNICIPALITY, MORANG, NEPAL.
local people were all present during the event
and highly appreciated JICA’s assistance.
Chief Representative of JICA Nepal Mr. Jun
Sakuma participated in the opening ceremony
of Community Mediation Center of ward number
2 where he reiterated on “how this Municipality
could play an important role as a model for
local governments to institutionalize Community
Mediation program in future”.
The main purpose of this project is to
enhance capacity and mechanisms for
dispute management through introduction and
institutionalization of community mediation for
enhancing the access to Justice of the vulnerable
sects of society such as the poor, women and
marginalized people. Besides, the project also
supports basic logistic materials including
furniture; table, chairs, cupboard, and other
materials for the operation of CMC.

Mr. Jun Sakuma-Chief Representative of JICA Nepal inaugurating the ceremony.

Community Mediation Centers were formally
inaugurated amidst opening events in 9 different
wards (1-9) of Rangeli Municipality of Morang
district on 9th March 2018. Prior to the opening
of these centers, the project provided basic
community mediation training from January 26 to
February 11 at Birtamod,Jhapa in two batches

to the selected community mediators. Selection
of community mediators was carried out by the
ward committees of the municipality.
Mayor and Deputy Mayor of Rangeli Municipality,
Chief Administrative Officer of Municipality and
the leaders from different political parties and
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Besides the above 9 centers, JICA previously
supported in launching 9 CMC’s in Morang,
Dhanusha and Tanahun districts as well. JICA
Nepal has been assisting Government of Nepal
to formulate COMCAP through Technical
Cooperation project since January 2010.
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Irkhu Community Training Center.

The Irkhu Community Training Center holds an area of 171.57 sq. m. and
can be utilized for a wide range of community-level activities with major focus
on post-earthquake recovery in the Municipality. It is a one-story building
consisting of a training hall, one office room, one store room and a kitchen/
dining and 3 disability-friendly toilets.

Ward Office Building in Maneswora.

“WOMEN IN CHARGE”
JICA Nepal office profile video based on JICA’s livelihood recovery program
related to Quick Impact Projects (QIPs) that support women’s empowerment in
Barpak, Gorkha .The six and half minute video primarily highlights the essence
of JICA’s support activities and way forward by capturing the positive changes
in the affected communities, capturing voices of the beneficiaries and various
stakeholders.
JICA provided technical support for improving livelihood for community
members in Gorkha and Sindhupalchowk whose livelihood options were either
lost or damaged due to the earthquake. Some of the initiatives are as follows.
• Goat farming for women’s groups in Barpak VDC, Gorkha
• Improvement in vegetable farming practices for women’s groups
• Improvement in maize and potato farming practices for poor farmers
• Improvement of production quality by providing better quality seeds
https://youtu.be/I2YApFrnjyQ
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News in Brief
INAUGURATION OF THE NEWLY CONSTRUCTED
SCHOOL BUILDING IN MIRKOT, GORKHA
25th April 2018
The school was severely damaged
during the earthquake in 2015.
Since then the school faced
difficulties in managing the
classrooms and education for
the students. The new buildings
are constructed with multihazard
resilient structures which are
environment, child, gender and
disable friendly and is expected
to provide improved learning
environment for the students.

Emergency School
Reconstruction Project (ESRP):
Approximately 300 schools are
being built at a total cost of JPY
14 billion(about NPR 12.7billion)
to support the reconstruction of
disaster resilient schools in Gorkha,
Dhading, Nuwakot, Makwanpur,
Rasuwa and Lalitpur Districts,
based on the earthquake-resistant
type design guidelines formulated
by JICA under the principle of
“Build Back Better (BBB)”. The
rebuilt schools are expected to
serve as potential regional hubs for
improving the quality of education.

Dharmodaya Higher Secondary School Building

Commemorating the 3rd
anniversary of the Nepal
Earthquake 2015, JICA
Nepal handed over the newly
reconstructed buildings- 5
new blocks (Administration
Block, Practical Block, Two
Academic Blocks and Toilet
blocks) of Dharmodaya
Secondary School situated in
Mirkot, Gorkha to the school
management.
Honorable Minister Mr.
Giriraj Mani Pokharel,
Ministry of Education and

Mr. Jun Sakuma, Chief
Representative of JICA
Nepal jointly inaugurated
the school infrastructures
amidst a function held in
the school premises. The
construction of the buildings
which began in Oct 2016
is built under Emergency
School Reconstruction Project
(ESRP). The Project is being
implemented by Central
Level Project Implementation
Unit of Ministry of Education
under Japanese ODA loan
assistance.

School students posing with JICA Nepal Chief in the school premises.

FINAL SEMINAR : UNDERSTANDING DISASTER RISKS AND
MOVING TOWARDS DRR AND RESILIENCE

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AGENCY NEPAL OFFICE
Lazimpat, Kathmandu, Nepal
- 450, Kathmandu, Nepal
( +977-1-4425636
7 +977-1-4425658
8 www.jica.go.jp/nepal/english
www.facebook.com/jicanepal

The project recently concluded its final seminar where the findings and
results were presented to the broader stakeholders. Hence, the results
and activities of the project are expected to contribute to the disaster
risk reduction and management for a safe and resilient Kathmandu Valley
in specific and whole Nepal in general against future earthquakes. The
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findings are alarming from the viewpoint of the losses of lives, damage of
buildings and infrastructures, economic losses, and necessity of massive
emergency response. Knowing the risks is the starting point of Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management, but demands for the actions to address
those risks for which all the stakeholders starting from the individual,
community to the institutions need to be serious.

“The Project for Assessment of Earthquake Disaster Risk for the
Kathmandu Valley in Nepal” was implemented from 2015 to assess the
EQ disaster risk of the Kathmandu Valley. The Project under the technical
cooperation of JICA was led by the Ministry of Urban Development in
coordination and with the participation of the Ministry of Home Affairs,
Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development and Department of
Mines and Geology of the Government of Nepal. The primary purpose of
the project was to;
1. Carry out risk assessment for future scenario earthquakes.
2. Develop Local Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan for the
promotion of informed disaster risk reduction and management.

